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Private Equity and Volatile Markets: Why we still outperform
During the 3rd week of May 2018, foreign
investors sold South African (“SA”) equities
and bonds valued at just more than R20bn.
As a direct result, the banking index fell by
8% and the retail index by 6%, two sectors
that historically enjoy a significant share of
foreign investor interest. This capital outflow
from SA can be attributed in part to the
expectations of foreign investors that interest
rates in the United States (“US”) will increase
quicker than initially predicted, and slower
than the expected GDP growth creating a
knock-on effect on SA listed equities'
performance.
Global trends show that when equity and
bond markets are volatile, there is a subtle
shift in focus by Limited Partners toward fund managers and alternative investment strategies
which are not as affected by volatile markets.
How does Private Equity fair in these markets?
There are very few asset classes not impacted by market volatility. Private Equity (“PE”) as an
asset class does have several advantages over listed equities/bonds when it comes to addressing
the impact of cyclical and volatile market cycles, especially PE strategies that are focused on
defensive, non-cyclical sectors that have a direct bearing on the quality of life such as healthcare,
education, food security, power, and critical ICT. Focusing on the right sectors is only one half of
the equation. The Investment Manager Team needs to demonstrate sufficient domain expertise to
navigate choppier markets, both technically and from a financial engineering perspective as well.

A primary advantage of the PE investment model is that the Investment Manager can carefully
select companies with compelling business models, and the selection method has been based on
an intensive due diligence process. This process provides Investment Managers with a detailed
'legal insiders' look at the company's operating systems, processes, product, strategies and in
particular how management deals with cyclical (and volatile) markets. Also, it allows Investment
Managers to be upfront with the company and formulate value-add strategies to assist and
contribute when dealing with volatile market cycles. These “insider” insights are generally not
available to asset managers that invest in traditional listed equity.
The recent SAVCA report showed ''that the private equity industry delivered a 10-year (in Rand
terms) internal rate of return (IRR) of 12.9% as at September 2017. The 5-year and 3-year IRR
remained relatively stable over the quarter at 13.6% and 13.7%, respectively." The quarterly
report showed the industry outperformed both the ALSI TRI and SWIX TRI over all periods
analysed. Tanya van Lill, SAVCA CEO, has been quoted as saying, "Despite a slight
strengthening of listed market returns, private equity’s performance against these indices over the
3-year period continues to be solid. This can be observed by the positive Direct Alpha and a
public market equivalent of greater than one. All achieved amidst turbulent market conditions as
well as last year’s prevailing uncertain economic and political environment."
Currently in South Africa, PE Fund Managers manage R171bn and of this 53-59% is from
international investors who see the opportunity to mitigate the volatility in listed Investments.

Celebrating Youth Day
Our Youth are the heart and wealth of our
nation. As a Native American chief once
said, "We do not inherit the earth from our
ancestors but merely borrow it from our
children."
16 June 1976, is a day best described in
three words - sacrifice, selflessness and
change.

A day remembered in the iconic photo of Mbuyiso Makhubo carrying 14-year-old Hector Peterson,
and a day in which the Youth forever shifted the socio-political landscape of South Africa by
marching against an oppressive education system.
Summit Africa proudly celebrates Youth month and commemorates those who sacrificed so much
through our commitment to invest in the creation of a sustainable, equitable South Africa for all.
We work hard to improve the lives of those who are historically disadvantaged by investing in
sectors which form the bedrock of a functioning society such as affordable and accessible quality
education, healthcare, financial services and ICT.

To the Youth of 1976, we salute you. To the Youth of today, we say "we are the ones we
have been waiting for."
"Mayibuye iAfrica!"

MEC Hosts Strategic Partner Breakfast
Summit Africa recently attended the Gauteng
Growth Development Agency Strategic
Breakfast with the MEC for Economic
Development for Gauteng, Mr Lebogang
Maile.

The breakfast, hosted at the InvestSA onestop shop, was aimed at fostering closer ties and
driving growth between the Provincial Government and the members of the investment
community.
In his address, the CEO of GGDA Mr Jameel Chand highlighted that "the Province is focused on
facilitating and managing sustainable job creation and inclusive growth by attracting both Foreign
Direct Investment and Domestic Direct Investment."
Adding to this, the MEC Mr Lebogang Maile stated that "As a Provincial government we want to
be a responsible and responsive government to the needs of all stakeholders to allow for
continued investment."
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Summit Africa is a majority black owned and managed, specialist Alternatives Investment Manager with a focus on
investing in Private Equity and unlisted Real Estate that delivers above-benchmark risk-adjusted ﬁnancial returns and
contributes meaningfully and measurably to the Social and Economic transformation and development of the local
community and South Africa as a whole.
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